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Yeah, reviewing a book the secret
mother a gripping psychological
thriller that will have you hooked
could accumulate your near links
listings. This is just one of the
solutions for you to be successful.
As understood, carrying out does
not recommend that you have
fabulous points.
Comprehending as skillfully as
contract even more than new will
allow each success. neighboring to,
the broadcast as without difficulty
as keenness of this the secret
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can be taken as well as picked to
act.

[CC/FULL] Secret Mother EP15
(1/3) | 시크릿마더
[CC/FULL] Secret Mother EP06
(1/3) | 시크릿마더 The Secret
Mother (Audiobook) by Shalini
Boland
The Mother's Mistake: An
absolutely gripping psychological
thriller (Audiobook) by Ruth Heald
[CC/FULL] Secret Mother EP04
(2/3) | 시크릿마더 THE SECRET
MOTHER by Shalini Boland
[CC/FULL] Secret Mother EP16
(1/3) | 시크릿마더 The Marriage
Betrayal: A totally gripping and
heart-stopping psychological
thriller full of twists
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[CC/FULL] SecretThriller
Mother EP08
Psychological
That
(1/3) | 시크릿마더
Will Have You Hooked
[CC/FULL] Secret Mother EP14
(1/3) | 시크릿마더[CC/FULL]
Secret Mother EP10 (1/3) |
시크릿마더 [CC/FULL] Secret
Mother EP11 (1/3) | 시크릿마더
[CC/FULL] Secret Mother EP05
(2/3) | 시크릿마더 [CC/FULL]
Secret Mother EP07 (1/3) |
시크릿마더
[CC/FULL] Secret Mother EP03
(2/3) | 시크릿마더How to Write a
CLIMAX (for ANY Genre!)
[CC/FULL] Secret Mother EP15
(3/3) | 시크릿마더 [CC/FULL]
Secret Mother EP15 (2/3) |
시크릿마더 [CC/FULL] Secret
Mother EP03 (1/3) | 시크릿마더
[CC/FULL] Secret Mother EP16
(2/3) | 시크릿마더The Secret
Mother A Gripping
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you hooked - Kindle edition by
Boland, Shalini. Download it once
and read it on your Kindle device,
PC, phones or tablets. Use
features like bookmarks, note
taking and highlighting while
reading The Secret Mother: A
gripping psychological thriller that
will have you hooked.
The Secret Mother: A gripping
psychological thriller that ...
The Secret Mother: A gripping
psychological thriller with a twist
Paperback – November 6, 2017.
by. Shalini Boland (Author) ›
Visit Amazon's Shalini Boland
Page. Find all the books, read
about the author, and more. See
search results for this author.
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A gripping psychological ...
What readers are saying about
The Secret Mother: ‘ Wow, wow,
wow! What a fantastic book! The
book starts with a bang⋯ from
page one and believe me, it
doesn’t let up throughout the book
and keeps you gripped until the
very end! ’ Stardust Book
Reviews, 5 stars.
The Secret Mother: A gripping
psychological thriller that ...
From the top ten bestselling author
of The Secret Mother, this
completely gripping psychological
thriller will make you wonder what
really goes on behind closed
doors. And will keep you
guessing...
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psychological thriller that ...
The Secret Mother: A gripping
psychological thriller with a twist.
Price. Your Price: $3.99.
Availability: In Stock. Part
Number: 63. Put me on the Waiting
List. Quantity. Add to Cart.
The Secret Mother: A gripping
psychological thriller with ...
‘ The Secret Mother was an
absolute brilliant story, I was so
hooked, loved every minute of it, I
couldn't put my kindle down as I
needed to know the ending, and
what a brilliant ending it was!!!’
Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars ‘This
book had me gripped from the very
first page. Couldn't put it down.
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Find many great new & used
options and get the best deals for
The Secret Mother : A Gripping
Psychological Thriller with a Twist
by Shalini Boland (2017, Trade
Paperback) at the best online
prices at eBay! Free shipping for
many products!
The Secret Mother : A Gripping
Psychological Thriller with ...
(PDF/READ) The Secret Mother
By Shalini Boland (PDF/READ)
The Secret Mother: A gripping
psychological thriller that will have
you hooked By Shalini Boland
‘Absolutely addictive and brilliant
with an end I didn't see coming.
This is one book you have to read
and it gets 5 huge stars from
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Markham returns home to find a
child in ...

The Secret Mother By Shalini
Boland - (PDF/READ)
Find helpful customer reviews and
review ratings for The Secret
Mother: A gripping psychological
thriller that will have you hooked
at Amazon.com. Read honest and
unbiased product reviews from our
users.
Amazon.com: Customer reviews:
The Secret Mother: A ...
"Gripping, chilling and twisty, The
Secret Mother took me hostage
and I couldn't put it down. If you
love a fast-paced, yet emotional
thriller with a relatable
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the book for
Psychological
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you."--Christina-McDonald.com "A
Will Have You Hooked
roller-coaster of emotion until the
very end.

The Secret Mother: A gripping
psychological thriller that ...
All about The Secret Mother: A
gripping psychological thriller with
a twist by Shalini Boland.
LibraryThing is a cataloging and
social networking site for
booklovers Home Groups Talk
More Zeitgeist
The Secret Mother: A gripping
psychological thriller with ...
What readers are saying about
The Secret Mother: ‘Wow, wow,
wow! What a fantastic book! The
book starts with a bang⋯ from
page one and believe me, it
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very end!’ Stardust Book Reviews,
5 stars
The Secret Mother: A gripping
psychological thriller that ...
Shalini Boland writes good solid
novels that grip the reader and
thrill to the very end. When Tessa
Markham returns home she
discovers a child in her kitchen
who is convinced she is his
mother. Tessa doesn't have any
children and has no idea who this
little boy is or how he got into her
house.
The Secret Mother by Shalini
Boland - Goodreads
The Secret Mother: A gripping
psychological thriller with a twist.
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Paperback – Nov. Thriller
6 2017. by
Psychological
That
Shalini Boland (Author) 4.4 out of
Will Have You Hooked
5 stars 1,900 ratings. See all
formats and editions. Hide other
formats and editions. Amazon
Price.

The Secret Mother: A gripping
psychological thriller with ...
What readers are saying about
The Secret Mother: ‘ Wow, wow,
wow! What a fantastic book! The
book starts with a bang⋯ from
page one and believe me, it
doesn’t let up throughout the book
and keeps you gripped until the
very end! ’ Stardust Book
Reviews, 5 stars.
The Secret Mother on Apple
Books
The Secret Mother: A gripping
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by Shalini Boland. Click here for
Will Have You Hooked
the lowest price! Paperback,
9781786813183, 1786813181

The Secret Mother: A gripping
psychological thriller with ...
The Secret Mother by Shalini
Boland had me hooked from the
second I read the blurb. I started
reading it the second I downloaded
it onto my kindle and didn’t stop til
the early hours of the morning.
Tessa Markham is a woman with a
painful past that is still haunting
her as she tries to carry on with
her life.
Amazon.co.uk:Customer reviews:
The Secret Mother: A ...
A Mother’s Secret: A gripping
psychological thriller - Kindle
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Download it once and read it on
Will Have You Hooked
your Kindle device, PC, phones or
tablets. Use features like
bookmarks, note taking and
highlighting while reading A
Mother’s Secret: A gripping
psychological thriller.
A Mother’s Secret: A gripping
psychological thriller ...
'Gripping' Good Housekeeping on
The Secret. From the #1
bestselling author of The Letter
comes The Secret - a powerful,
twisting novel that you won't be
able to put down. Mary has been
nursing a...

"A gripping psychological thriller
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Are you my mommy? Tessa
Markham returns home to find a
child in her kitchen. He thinks she
is his mother. But Tessa doesn't
have any children. Not anymore.
She doesn't know who the little
boy is or how he got there. After
contacting the police, Tessa is
suspected of kidnapping the
mystery child. Her whole life is
turned upside down. And then her
husband reveals a secret of his
own... Tessa isn't sure what to
believe or whom to trust. Because
someone is lying. To find out who,
she must first confront her painful
past. But is the truth more
dangerous than Tessa realizes?
The Secret Mother is an intense
psychological thriller with a twist
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‘My first read of 2021 to reduce
me to tears... the definition of a
page-turner and a tear-jerker. I
didn’t want to stop reading... I
loved every word.’ The Book
Lover’s Boudoir, 倫倫倫倫 † They
told me he died, but I never
believed them. I’d have known,’
she says, her voice little more than
a whisper and her eyes searching
mine. ‘A mother would know if her
child died, wouldn’t she?’ Danni
has never had an easy relationship
with her mother, Diana. But when
Diana is diagnosed with a serious
illness, everything changes. As
some of Diana’s memories slip
away, others force their way to
the surface. One night she breaks
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baby who never got to see the
world. Now married, with a loving
husband and two beautiful
daughters of her own, Danni has
put her childhood behind her. But
she has always wondered what
caused her mother’s coldness.
Could this be why? Danni can’t tell
whether Diana’s story is a
symptom of her confusion, or
something real. She decides to find
out, hoping to bring her mother
some peace. Yet as Danni
investigates the past, tracking
down the aunt she’s never met to
learn what lies in her mother’s
past, her good intentions have
unexpected consequences. As
more truths emerge, a shocking
revelation could turn her life
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best left buried? A completely
heartbreaking and compelling story
of families, secrets, and the fierce
love between mothers and
children. Fans of Amanda Prowse,
Ali Mercer and Jodi Picoult will
smile through their tears. See what
readers are saying about My
Mother’s Secret: ‘Wow!⋯ one of
the saddest and most heartbreaking reads I've encountered⋯
My gosh! This book should really
come with a box of tissues
because believe me, you are going
to need them!... I found myself
turning the pages with such a
speed of “just one more chapter”
until the very end. I cannot tell you
how much I loved this book.’
Confessions of a Bookaholic,
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rending⋯ I was enthralled by it
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from start to finish⋯ you will
smile through your tears⋯ A
really beautiful, engrossing and
captivating read, I was sorry when
it finished.’ Sibzz Reads,
倫倫倫倫 † I picked this book up at
3pm, and less than 8 hours later,
despite having to navigate tea and
bedtime for the kids and logging
back on to work, I had finished it⋯
addictive, gripping and emotional’
@iheartbooks1991 ‘Another
amazing 5-star read and another
used up packet of those handy
little tissues, or is it two? – Who
knows how many tears this one
has made me shed!... an author
who held me captive in the palm of
her hand all the time I was
reading⋯ took me on quite a
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‘Truly emotional⋯ Will make your
heart break⋯ There were definite
tears leaking’ Jen Med’s Book
Reviews, 倫倫倫倫 † I’ll get
straight to the point. This book
broke me. It left me an emotional,
vulnerable shell of a person⋯ It
takes a lot to melt my exterior, but
by golly My Mother’s Secret
turned me into a puddle.’ The
Writing Garnet ‘Had me flipping
over the pages at speed⋯ Make
sure you have tissues at hand⋯ A
tearjerker of a read!’ Carla
Kovach, 倫倫倫倫 † Such an
emotional experience⋯ Its
conclusion made me cry and smile
– in fact, I was a bit of a soggy
mess a few times as I was
reading⋯ I really loved it.’ Being
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story⋯
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love the book and kudos to the
Will Have You Hooked
author for that one revelation that
made my jaw drop to the floor.’
Goodreads Reviewer, 倫倫倫倫

''Riveting'' Lesley Pearse on The
Letter. ''Gripping'' Good
Housekeeping on The Secret.
From the #1 bestselling author of
The Letter comes The Secret - a
powerful, twisting novel that you
won''t be able to put down. Mary
has been nursing a secret. Forty
years ago, she made a choice that
would change her world for ever,
and alter the path of someone she
holds dear. Beth is searching for
answers. She has never known the
truth about her parentage, but
finding out could be the lifeline her
sick child so desperately needs.
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mother''s things, she realises the
key to her son''s future lies in her
own past. She must go back to
where it all began to unlock...The
Secret. What readers are saying
about the unputdownable stories of
Kathryn Hughes: ''Get set to be
hooked'' ''A page-turner from the
very beginning'' ''This is one of the
BEST BOOKS I have ever read'' ''I
cried buckets of tears reading it''
''A beautifully told, tragic tale''
‘Dark. Twisty. Addictive. I
couldn’t put it down’ LISA
JEWELL She loves her family.
She’d never let anything happen to
them . . . Would she?
Why would you walk away from
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never had the sort of family she
wanted. The least important
person in her new step-family,
ignored by her mother in favour of
her two younger half-siblings,
Vicky was always an afterthought.
Sitting alone at her graduation
ceremony at the age of twentyone, she vows to create her own
family and her own life, one which
is full of the love and attention she
has always craved. When Vicky
meets William and falls pregnant in
Greece that summer, it isn’t
planned. But the two of them
believe they can make it work,
showering their child with the love
which they believe should be
enough. But when her son Theo is
two, Vicky leaves him in the care
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where she takes a room for the
night. She doesn’t return. It’s
unthinkable. What kind of mother
does that? The kind who is hiding
a story you can never imagine.
The Mother I Could Have Been is a
heartbreaking story of impossible
decisions and second chances,
from the bestselling author of The
Silent Wife and The Woman I Was
Before. Perfect for fans of Jodi
Picoult, Liane Moriarty and Diane
Chamberlain. Readers are loving
The Mother I Could Have Been!
‘WOW!⋯ An amazing read!!!’
Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars ‘I
wish I could have read this book in
one sitting⋯ I literally couldn't put
it down.’ Goodreads reviewer, 5
stars ‘Kerry Fisher goes from
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her best book yet.’ Goodreads
reviewer, 5 stars ‘This is a book
that once I picked up, it totally
consumed me. I ended up reading
it in one evening as I was so
absorbed by what was in front of
me and I had to see how
everything was going to end⋯ An
absolute must read.’ By the Letter
Book Reviews, 5 stars ‘I have
loved every book I’ve read by this
author and this is no exception. I
loved it. I didn’t want it to end.
Excellent read.’ NetGalley
reviewer, 5 stars ‘An incredible
read. So well written and
heartfelt.’ NetGalley reviewer, 5
stars ‘I don’t even know how to
start this review as I know my
words will never do it justice. Each
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her previous book as each and
every one I’ve read has absolutely
blown me away and warmed me to
the core.’ Goodreads reviewer, 5
stars ‘Another great Kerry Fisher
read⋯ this book makes you want
to hug your loved ones and tell
them you love them as you never
know what’s around the corner!’
Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars
‘Awesome story⋯ grab your
hankies! Read in one day.’
Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars
‘LOVED this book so much⋯
Beautifully written and such a
great read. Highly recommend.’
Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars ‘5
stars! I absolutely love Kerry
Fisher’s writing⋯ Highly
recommend The Mother I Could
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Loved it.’ Goodreads reviewer, 5
stars ‘Oh my goodness what a
story! ⋯I absolutely was drawn
into it from the very beginning.’
Goodreads Reviewer, 5 stars
‘Loved it!!! When I got to the end,
I shouted NOOOOOOO!!! (In my
head, not out loud.) I couldn't
believe it was over.’ NetGalley
reviewer ‘Gripping, heartbreaking,
emotional page turner! Wow! ⋯ I
couldn't stop reading this book! I
was hooked! This book has drama
written all over it!’ Goodreads
reviewer ‘I'm going to go out on a
limb here and say – if I were to
ever re-read books, this would be
one I would re-read.’ Goodreads
reviewer
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Sullivan takes her little boy to his
first playdate at a new friend’s
house she doesn’t realise life is
about to change for her family.
Because she’s about to meet
Darcy Lane. Darcy is a woman
who has everything – a dream
house, a powerful husband and
enviable wealth. She’s the perfect
wife. The perfect friend. The
perfect liar. From the top ten
bestselling author of The Secret
Mother and The Child Next Door,
this utterly gripping psychological
thriller will have you up all night
reading. If you loved Gone Girl,
The Girl on the Train and The
Wife Between Us this book is for
you. Why readers are hooked by
The Best Friend: ‘Absolutely
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interest throughout⋯ one of the
most intense thrillers I have
read⋯ I cannot even get over the
level of craziness!’ Goodreads
Reviewer, 5 stars ‘All I can say is
WOW!!!!!!!! This book had me
holding my breath⋯ So many
emotions and frustrations rolled
into one!!!... a fantastic
psychological thriller.... I give it a
huge 5 stars!!!!... goes right up to
my top 5 books this year!!!!!’
Goodreads Reviewer, 5 stars ‘Just
electrifying. I could hardly sit
still⋯ wonderful twists that had
me gasping in shock... I absolutely
love it⋯ a gripping page turner of
a read that you just have to read in
one sitting. I could feel my heart
literally pounding⋯ Definitely one
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it!’ By the Letter Book Reviews, 5
stars ‘WOW – this one of the most
tense and gripping psychological
thrillers I've read. From the first
page I was absorbed⋯ really has
you on the edge of your seat⋯
totally engrossing.’ Goodreads
Reviewer, 5 stars ‘Shocking,
Stunning, Unbelievably
fascinating⋯ a wonderful read and
will definitely keep you on your
toes!... Wow factor is
phenomenal!... this book pulled me
into every twist⋯ You stayed
glued to the pages until the very
last.’ Nook Books and More, 5
stars ‘I could not put this down! 5
star book all the way. Gripping,
addictive, wriggle in your seat kind
of book! ⋯ It’s brilliant! I loved
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Reviewer, 5 stars ‘OMG what a
read. Absolutely fantastic read⋯
had me on the edge of my seat.
Can't wait to read more from this
author. Highly recommended. 5
stars.’ Goodreads Reviewer, 5
stars

‘I’m so very sorry. But your son
is dead.’ As I hear the words
every mother dreads my pulse
races and I go cold. But even as
my world turns upside down I
know the things I’m being told just
don’t add up. I have to find out
what really happened the night my
beautiful boy died⋯ The police tell
me it was a tragedy no one could
have prevented. But then they
reveal the terrible things Tom was
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honest man I raised. Newly
qualified as a doctor, Tom had
such a bright future ahead of him.
A mother knows her own child.
And I’m determined to prove my
son’s innocence. It’s the last thing
I will ever be able to do for him.
So I have come to the city where
he lived and moved into his empty
flat under a different name. When I
discover his diary, it becomes
clear his death wasn’t an accident.
And as I get to know Tom’s
friends and neighbours I realise
they’re all keeping secrets. But as
I get closer to the truth, I realise
my life is in danger too⋯
Unbelievably addictive and totally
gripping with a twist you won’t
see coming, The Silent Mother is a
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B A Paris and JP Delaney will be
absolutely hooked from the very
first page. Readers are gripped by
Liz Lawler: ‘Wow⋯ I want more!!!
Draws you in like no other⋯
Psychological thriller at its best.’
Goodreads reviewer, 倫倫倫倫
‘Impossible to put down! Once I
started reading, I couldn’t stop and
had to find out what happened
next! Twists and turns kept me on
the edge of my seat!’ NetGalley
reviewer, 倫倫倫倫 † Oh my
goodness what a rollercoaster of a
read! I had absolutely no idea how
this book was going to end. I’m
actually speechless.’ Little Miss
Book Lover 87, 倫倫倫倫 † Wow!
This book has blown me away⋯
Completely loved getting lost in
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reviewer, 倫倫倫倫 † I could not
put it down!⋯ Twists and turns
that I never saw coming⋯ Kept me
wanting more!’ Goodreads
reviewer, 倫倫倫倫 † I could not
put this book down and read the
whole thing in one day! Absolutely
gripping and everything a good
thriller should be!’ NetGalley
reviewer, 倫倫倫倫 † Cracking
read again from Liz Lawler!⋯
Terrifying⋯ and had me
suspecting just about everyone.
Wonderful read!’ Bookworms
Rule, 倫倫倫倫 † Hold on to your
seat because this rollercoaster will
take you on many twists and turns
and then just when you think you
are getting off, you get to go
around again⋯ You NEED to read
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Books Aloud, 倫倫倫倫
‘Absolutely gripping page-turner!
Stunning, dark and full of twists
and turns. Must read!’ Goodreads
reviewer, 倫倫倫倫 † A highly
tense psychological thriller⋯ If
you love a psychological thriller
that will keep you up at night, this
is the one!’ NetGalley reviewer,
倫倫倫倫 † Reeled me in from the
first page⋯ Kept me awake all
night⋯ Outstanding psychological
thriller.’ NetGalley reviewer,
倫倫倫倫
A dream come true, a nightmare
that is just beginning Eve wanted
nothing more than to be a mother.
She and her husband, Aidan,
planned to have a family, but with
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eventually gave birth to her
daughter, Kayla, it should have
been the happiest time of her life.
Instead, it was a waking nightmare
for Eve, and one she was
desperate to escape. Now, Eve has
left all that behind. She pretends
that she never had a child, and
keeps her secrets close. But
someone knows the truth. They
know that Eve told a lie, and the
clock is ticking before her
shocking decision is revealed.
Once the story comes out, there’ll
be no way out for Eve. If people
learn about the crime she covered
up, they’ll never look at her the
same way again. She must get her
little girl back, before it’s too late.
If she can’t, running away won’t
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the price she should have paid
years ago... A heart-stopping
psychological thriller with an
ending you won’t see coming from
#1 bestseller Kathryn Croft.
Perfect for fans of Shari Lapena,
C. L. Taylor and K. L. Slater. What
everyone is saying about Kathryn
Croft ‘The first word that came to
my mind after I read this book was
OMG!!!!! ... Each secret did
eventually come out and revealed
that shocker of an ending. I was
like WOW is this really happening.
I had no clue that this book would
take a twisted turn like that but I
loved it.’ Goodreads review
‘A beautifu
marriage of 'whodunnit' with a
cracking work of psychological
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Goodreads review

‘Another
very engaging suspenseful read
from Kathryn Croft, this author
just never disappoints me with her
plots and twists.’ NetGalley
review 倫倫倫倫 † Wow! Wow!
Wow! Kathryn Croft at her best.
She never disappoints. An
excellent, captivating
psychological thriller.’ Goodreads
review
‘Wo
wow is all I can say. This book has
a twist in every chapter. I couldn’t
put this book down!’ Goodreads
review
‘I
read it in one day ... The ending is
also fantastic and is a real gut
punch for the reader. Highly
recommended, a must-read novel!’
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NetGalley review Thriller That
Psychological
Will Have You Hooked ‘A great
psychological thriller that had me
guessing until the very end...
Family secrets, lies and twists
made this a page turner that I
didn't want to put down. 5 twisty
stars from me!’ Goodreads review

I see my son’s scooter lying in the
undergrowth. Time stands still.
Where is he? Deafened by my own
heartbeat, I keep looking but I
can’t see him. This is all my fault.
My punishment for the things I did,
and the things I should have done.
All I ever wanted was to keep my
son safe. I married the perfect
husband, built the perfect home.
I’ve tried to give Finn the life I
never had. Everything was going
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so well. Until now. Thriller
It’s just That
small
Psychological
things at first – a punctured tyre,
Will Have You Hooked

an open gate that I'm sure I locked.
But then I see the photograph of
two young girls, and a night I’ve
tried to forget. I know I have to
stop pretending that nothing is
happening. I can’t escape the
truth. Someone knows my secret.
But what do they want from me? A
gripping and suspenseful thriller
with a jaw-dropping twist, fans of
Friend Request, The Wife Between
Us and The Girl on the Train
won’t be able to put this down.
What readers are saying about A
Good Mother: ‘PHENOMENAL
book!!!!!⋯ Sooooo many twists
and turns. A real good put your
feet up with a glass of wine and
lose yourself for a few hours type
of book.’ NetGalley reviewer,
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倫倫倫倫 † Literally
hooks
you
Psychological
Thriller
That
from the get go⋯ Fantastic⋯ Kept
Will Have You Hooked

me turning the pages⋯ Truly
brilliant⋯ LOVED IT! LOVED IT!
LOVED IT!’ Goodreads reviewer,
倫倫倫倫 † OMG⋯ many tornado
type twists⋯ Wow... If you are
looking for a heart-pounding read
jam packed with a twisted plot and
crazy characters.... this is it! 5
stars!’ Two Girls and a Book
Obsession, 倫倫倫倫 † Brilliantly
twisty⋯ Kept me up way past
bedtime because I was so
absorbed⋯ Absolutely worth
losing sleep!’ Goodreads reviewer,
倫倫倫倫 † Holy Moly this book is
flipping awesome⋯ Finished this in
two sittings it was that good⋯
literally had me holding my
breath.’ NetGalley reviewer,
倫倫倫倫 † My heart was in my
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throat through the Thriller
whole book!⋯
Psychological
That
You hold your breath to see what
Will Have You Hooked

will happen next⋯ A heck of a
ride.’ Goodreads reviewer,
倫倫倫倫 † Wow I loved this
book⋯ Fantastic⋯ Exceptional
twists and turns⋯ I could not put it
down⋯ I stayed up into the early
hours to finish it.’ Goodreads
reviewer, 倫倫倫倫 † Had me
turning the pages at warp speed⋯
Plot twists I never saw coming⋯
Loved this one.’ Bayside Book
Reviews, 倫倫倫倫 † I wasn't able
to put it down and stayed up way
too late into the night reading this
as I was dying to find out what
happened’ Goodreads reviewer,
倫倫倫倫 † I couldn’t stop reading
this!... Left me holding my breath!’
@lindzanne1_bookworm,
倫倫倫倫
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